LET’S CREATE FUTURE

E-FORCE3
BATTERY TOOLS

E-FORCE3 | NEW TECHNOLOGIES

E-FORCE3 NEW GENERATION OF BATTERY TOOLS

NEW POINT OF CONNECTION FOR MORE FLEXIBILITY
WEBER RESCUE‘s new generation of hose-bound cutters, spreaders and combi tools can be converted to
E-FORCE3 battery-powered devices at any time via a new point of connection. This means more flexible
decision-making. The conversion will be done by a certified workshop.

360° rotating and folding handle made from glass
fibre reinforced plastic helps minimise storage
space requirements.
Plastic handle with optimised gripping surface for
secure handling of tool also protects the operator
from electric shock up to 1,000 Volts.

Additional LED lighting to
illuminate the working area.

Buy a hose-bound tool today and upgrade to
battery technology tomorrow!

Ugrade from hose-bound to battery technology in only a few steps:

All controls in distinctive
red for easy location and use.

Uniform point of connection to
easily convert hose-connected
tools to E-FORCE3 battery units!

Higher speed thanks to a new,
even more efficient drive system.
Intelligent switching technology
between the pressure stage
ensures safe work when using.

MORE SPEED THROUGH MODERN SWITCHING TECHNOLOGY
Due to the newly developed switching valve the rescue system is always in the maximum possible speed
range, comparable to a 2-step automatic transmission that always uses the optimum gear. This increases the
working speed by at least 25 % – depending on the application, the rescue tool is even much faster.
In addition to the switching valve, the basic speed of the
new E-FORCE3 tools is once again noticeably increased.
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Raise of performance:
>> higher working speed
>> reduced working time
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